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Flash memory grew from a simple concept in the early 1980s to a
technology that generated close to $23 billion in worldwide revenue
in 2007, and this represents one of the many success stories in the
semiconductor industry. This success was made possible by the
continuous innovation of the industry along many different fronts.
In this paper, the history, the basic science, and the successes of
flash memories are briefly presented. Flash memories have followed
the Moore’s Law scaling trend for which finer line widths, achieved
by improved lithographic resolution, enable more memory bits to be
produced for the same silicon area, reducing cost per bit. When
looking toward the future, significant challenges exist to the
continued scaling of flash memories. In this paper, I discuss
possible areas that need development in order to overcome some of
the size-scaling challenges. Innovations are expected to continue in
the industry, and flash memories will continue to follow the
historical trend in cost reduction of semiconductor memories
through the rest of this decade.

Introduction
Flash memory was first conceived [1] as a functional

improvement to UV-erased (ultraviolet-erased) EPROM

(Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory). With

electrical flash erase, it is possible to reprogram the read

only memory in situ without removing the memory from

a system. The first significant high-volume application for

flash memory was BIOS (Basic Input/Output System)

memory in personal computers—that is, the memory that

activates the computer when the system is first turned on.

The flash memory business flourished when the memory

was adopted as the standard memory in cell phones, in

which the memory enabled just-in-time loading of the

latest program code as the last step in manufacturing, and

program bugs could be fixed without taking the phone

apart. The flash memory optimized for program code

execution is called NOR flash memory [2–4] (Figure 1). In

NOR flash memory, each cell resembles a standard

MOSFET, except that the cell has two gates, stacked

vertically, instead of just one. Each NOR memory cell is

connected to the common drain connection called a

bitline and can be read from directly giving the fast read

performance that is necessary for fast program execution.

In order to decrease the cost of flash memory, NAND

flash memory (Figure 1) was invented [5]. In NAND flash

memory, the memory cells are connected in series with 16

or 32 memory cells connected to the bitline and source

line through two select transistors. [In Figure 1, the

source line is connected to the ground through SG(S).]

Because cell contact area represents about 30% of unit

cell area, this serial cell approach gives smaller cell size

and lower die cost compared to NOR memory. The

tradeoff is slower read performance because the read

current is lower when using serial transistors. The NAND

memory business flourished with the growth in popularity

of digital cameras, for which NAND memory cards

provided a convenient low-cost media for picture storage.

The slow read speed is not an issue for such applications.

This application was followed by the ubiquitous USB

(Universal Serial Bus) drives and MP3 (MPEG-1 Audio

Layer 3) players. An emerging new application that will

drive more growth for NAND memory is solid-state disks

to replace disk drives in notebook computers. The growth

of flash memory over the years was driven by the

relentless memory cost reduction through Moore’s Law;

the price for flash memory dropped from approximately

$80,000 per gigabyte in 1987 for NOR flash to

approximately $10 per gigabyte in 2007 for NAND flash.

In this paper, I discuss the innovations that enable the

continuous size scaling and cost reduction. Maintaining
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the pace of Moore’s Law scaling in the future will be

increasingly difficult, but through innovative device

design, introduction of new materials, and memory-error

management, I anticipate that flash memories will be

economically viable for the next few generations, going

beyond the 45-nm lithography node generation to

generations that are smaller than the 40-nm lithography

node.

Basics of NOR and NAND flash memories

As mentioned, the cell cross-sections and schematic

diagrams of NOR and NAND flash memories are shown

in Figure 1. NOR flash memory was an evolutionary

development from EPROM, which is a one-transistor,

highly scalable, electrically programmable memory.

Programming of an EPROM cell is selective, and both

gate and drain of the floating-gate transistor must be

biased high in order to generate channel hot electrons

that are injected into the floating gate near the drain

region. Erasure of EPROM is accomplished by UV light,

which excites the floating-gate electrons to sufficient

energy to overcome the silicon–silicon dioxide barrier.

The buildup in electric field drives electrons from the

floating gate. A quartz window is required in the package

so that UV light can illuminate the memory cells, and an

EPROM package is, thus, more bulky and expensive than

NOR and NAND memories. In the development of NOR

flash memories [2–4], the first technology decision was to

keep the basic EPROM structure and program

mechanism. The challenge was to find a way to

electrically erase the EPROM. The solutions were

twofold. First, the gate-oxide thickness was reduced to

approximately 10 nm (from ;25 nm), allowing Fowler–

Nordheim electron tunneling [6] to occur when the oxide

is biased in order to generate an electric field higher than

10 MV/cm. Second, the source–junction breakdown

voltage was increased by grading of the junction with a

phosphorous implant, so that more than 10 V can be

applied to the junction for an electrical erase. The drain

junction was optimized for efficient hot-electron

programming; for example, the drain junction is a

shallower junction with lower breakdown voltage. By

separating functions between source and drain (i.e., the

drain is for the program function and the source is for the

erase function), the cell can be better optimized for high

reliability. With only simple modifications to the

manufacturing of EPROM, NOR flash benefited from the

EPROM manufacturing learning curve and in a short

time achieved comparable cost in manufacturing.

NAND flash memory [5] was invented to further lower

the cost of flash memories by reducing the number of

contacts when 16 or 32 floating-gate transistors are placed

in series (Figure 1). With the memory transistors in series,

it was not practical to program individual transistors by

channel hot electrons unless very high voltages were

applied. Instead, the floating-gate transistors are

Figure 1
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Schematic cross-sections and circuit diagrams for NOR and NAND flash memory. In NOR memory, the basic unit is one memory transistor. For 

NAND memory, the basic unit is 16 memory and 2 select transistors. [WL: wordline; SG(D): select gate drain; SG(S): select gate source.] 
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programmed and erased by direct Fowler–Nordheim

tunneling of electrons between the floating gate and

channel under high applied voltages [7]. In this case, the

voltages required for direct tunneling are greater than

20 V applied to the top control gate or to the P-well

underneath the channel. With the NAND architecture,

the read current is much lower, yielding slower reads

compared to NOR architectures. On the other hand, with

program and erase by Fowler–Nordheim tunneling, the

program and erase current required is much lower than

that for channel hot electrons in NOR memories,

allowing for programming of many bits in parallel and

giving a high write bandwidth. Also, with lower voltage

drop across each transistor channel for read-only

functions, NAND memories allow for much more

aggressive scaling of the channel length.

Successes of flash memory scaling
The size scaling of both NOR and NAND flash memories

for the last 20-plus years has been a testament to the

ingenuity and hard work of some of the best scientists and

engineers in the semiconductor industry. Flash memory

cells are the most highly electrically stressed transistors in

high-volume manufacturing. The program and erase

processes involve either a high electric field across the

channel of the memory transistor or a high electric field

across the tunnel dielectric. For a typical product, the

memory cells could be programmed and erased up to one

million times. After program and erase of the memory for

a number of cycles, the memory cell is expected to store

the charge for more than 10 years. For each technology

node represented by a new generation of lithographic

capability, a team of device, process, design, product, and

reliability engineers work closely together to release a

new generation of products in about 2 years. At Intel

Corporation, the NOR flash technology is called ETOX**

(EPROM Tunnel Oxide). The memory cell size for ETOX

decreased from 36 lm2 in 1986 for the 1.5-lm lithography

node to 0.0457 lm2 in 2006 for the 65-nm node. This

represents a 788-fold reduction in cell area in 20 years.

Furthermore, all of the 65-nm products are based on

multilevel cell technology in which two bits of

information are stored per memory cell [8–10], giving an

effective cell size of 0.0228 lm2. This represents an

effective cell size reduction of 1,579 times in ten

generations.

Even though the basic driving force of Moore’s Law

arises from lithography capabilities, as denoted by the

technology nodes, a number of significant innovations are

required to meet the scaling goal of 50% reduction in cell

size every 2 years. The key innovations for each

technology node are listed in Table 1 [11].

One key aspect of the cell size reduction involves the

reduction of the nonactive space in the memory cell.

These spaces are the layout areas that are not part of the

active transistor, and examples include spacing between

transistors and the spacing from the transistor gate to the

contact. One method to achieve size reduction includes

the use of self-aligned technologies in multiple dimensions

[12]. One example of self-aligned technologies is a self-

aligned source: The connection between memory cells in

the source region is created by using the poly (i.e.,

polysilicon) wordline as an etch mask (self-aligned to

wordline). Another example is a self-aligned floating gate.

Here, the floating gate is self-aligned to the isolation

region between active transistors using a chemical

mechanical polish process. One final example is an

unlanded contact, in which the contact is allowed to

overlap the isolation, reducing bitline space. These self-

aligned techniques allow layout space reduction without

adding lithographic layers and without requiring

additional alignment tolerances, both of which contribute

to smaller cell area and lower cost.

Table 1 Innovations in NOR scaling with respect to the

technology node. [The StrataFlash** multilevel cell (MLC) flash

memory technology (from Intel Corporation) stores two or three

bits per cell, rather than one bit.]

Technology

node

Key innovation

1.5 lm Established flash memory as a viable

technology

1.0 lm Improvement of isolation region overlap

to reduce erase variation

Program and erase cycling reliability

established

0.8 lm Recessed LOCOS (local isolation of

silicon)

0.6 lm Self-aligned source

Scaled array field oxide

0.4 lm Negative gate erase

Intel StrataFlash memory

0.25 lm Trench isolation

First time that self-aligned silicide is used

0.18 lm Self-aligned floating gate

Unlanded contacts

Multiple periphery gate oxides

0.13 lm Channel erase

Dual trench

Dual-gate spacer

90 nm Copper interconnect

65 nm StrataFlash-only products
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High-volume NAND flash memory production started

about 10 years after the production of NOR flash

memories in the mid-1990s. The basic cell structure

scaling of NAND memory is similar to that of NOR

memory, for which technology innovations and self-

aligned techniques, combined with lithographic advances,

permit a significant reduction in cell size. Many of the

techniques listed in Table 1 are also deployed for NAND

memory. The important new innovation for NAND

memory that makes the memory workable is a new usage

model that allows bit failures during operation. The bit

errors are corrected by error-detection and error-

correction techniques. The delay time of error correction

is not a problem for most NAND applications (such as

memory cards, USB drives, and MP3 players) for which

the relatively slow read gives more than sufficient time for

errors to be detected and corrected. Typically, a

controller is used to manage the errors in multiple chips.

The controller also manages a process called wear-leveling

in which data is written uniformly across multiple blocks

and multiple chips before the process returns to the same

location. This guarantees that any single block is not

excessively written, which could cause premature failure

after approximately one million erase and write cycles.

The bit error rate requirement is different for NOR

flash memory in which the memory is used for program

execution. There is little time for errors to be detected and

corrected during the read cycle. The acceptability of

shipping products with bad bits in NAND memory

greatly reduces the product and reliability engineering

efforts before product shipments, allowing for faster

development cycles. With the shorter development cycle

for NAND, the memory densities of products have been

increasing by twofold every year for the last ten years.

The unit memory cell size for 8 Gb at a 63-nm node is

0.0164 lm2, and only 0.0082 lm2 if multilevel cell

capability [13] is included. Compared to the first NOR

memory in 1986, this represents a reduction of 4,390

times in cell size. A further improvement in

manufacturing efficiency comes from the wafer size

increasing from 150 mm in 1986 to 300 mm in 2006. The

cell-size and wafer-size changes collectively account for

the approximately 8,000 times reduction in cost per

gigabyte noted in the introduction.

Future scaling challenges
NAND and NOR flash memories have had great success

with respect to memory cell-size reduction and the

corresponding product cost reduction. Looking toward

the future, we expect significant scaling challenges. The

next few sections describe some of the technical

challenges and possible solutions. In most cases, even

though innovations will exist to facilitate scaling,

increasingly, they will involve a significant increase in

complexity or the use of expensive new manufacturing

tools. Thus, the scaling limit in the future may depend

more on economics than on purely technical issues. This

cost issue is complex and is not addressed in this

discussion.

Broadly speaking, there are three key areas of

challenges for flash memory scaling: 1) physical scaling,

which is primarily defined by lithography and the cell

layout design; 2) electrical scaling, which is primarily

defined by the program/erase/read voltage requirements;

and 3) reliability scaling, which is primarily defined by the

fundamental physics of the program, erase, and storage

mechanisms.

The three scaling challenges and possible solutions are

now discussed.

Physical cell-scaling challenges

In all cases, lithography is still the main factor affecting

Moore’s Law scaling. NAND memory, with its very

regular layout consisting of straight lines and spaces,

allows for the use of many optical enhancement

technologies, which greatly facilitate the continued use of

conventional optical lithography. Consequently, NAND

memory leads the industry with the tightest lithographic

pitch of any silicon memory products. However,

conventional lithography with i-line and immersion

technology is affected by a manufacturing limit at

approximately 40 nm. To go beyond conventional

lithography, new techniques such as self-aligned double

patterning have been reported [14]. By using spacers on

two sides of the lithographic line, the space between lines

can be further subdivided, effectively improving the

resolution. Given this feature, the ability to define

minimum line and space is extended to nearly 20 nm and

will mostly likely not be the limiting factor for scaling.

Note that this technique adds exposure and other process

steps that increase the cost of pattern definition. In the

case of NOR memory, as far as the 65-nm generation, the

layout of the memory cell has 45-degree angle structures

around source contacts that are not conducive to optical

enhancement techniques [15]. To improve NOR scaling,

a self-aligned contact technology is being developed for

the 45-nm lithographic node [15], which gives two

significant improvements. First, the self-aligned contact

reduces the contact area, a scaling limiter for NOR flash

memory. Second, the new layout consists of straight lines

only similar to NAND, making it easier to implement

optical enhancement techniques.

To summarize, in both NOR and NAND memories,

it is possible to continue to reduce the physical size of

the cell to dimensions close to 20 nm. The true limiters of

cell-size reduction involve electrical and reliability

requirements, which is discussed in the following sections.
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Electrical cell-scaling challenges

For NOR flash memories, a primary scaling limitation for

the cell is the high voltage required during the

programming operations, which in turn limits the

minimum channel length. To achieve hot carrier channel

programming, a voltage of more than 4 V is required

from the drain to the source to produce electrons of

sufficient energy to overcome the 3.2-eV Si-to-SiO2

barrier height [12]. Therefore, the minimum gate length

will be limited to the channel length that can withstand

the required programming voltage. For NAND flash, the

transistor channel is used for read only, requiring a much

lower drain-to-source voltage and, therefore, a shorter

channel length limit.

Three-dimensional cell structures are one way to

address the gate length scaling constraint. Both above-

silicon fin structures [12, 16] and below-silicon U-shaped

structures [14] have been reported. These structures move

the channel length constraint into the Z direction,

allowing further X/Y scaling to occur. This permits

further area scaling while maintaining the total channel

length required. Recent experimental results reported for

NAND, involving the hemi-cylindrical FET (HCFET)

[14], show superior transistor characteristics down to the

38-nm node.

Another significant scaling limitation involves

maintaining adequate coupling of the control gate to the

floating gate. A high coupling ratio is required to provide

adequate control of the channel used for reads. As the cell

scales in size and self-aligned techniques are used for the

floating gate, maintaining control of the channel requires

a thinner inter-poly dielectric between the control gate

and the floating gate. One possible solution is the use of a

high-k dielectric (i.e., a dielectric material with a high

dielectric constant). It must be emphasized that the

requirement of a high-k dielectric for the inter-polysilicon

layer is different from a high-k dielectric for the transistor

gate. The inter-poly dielectric has to be optimized for no

leakage current under low-field charge storage, whereas a

gate dielectric can have a small leakage current.

Another scaling limitation involves the coupling of two

adjacent cells through the capacitance between the cells

[12, 17, 18]. As the spacing between floating gates is

reduced, the floating-gate to floating-gate coupling

increases. The data stored in one cell can influence the

operation of an adjacent cell. Different solutions exist to

address this problem, including reducing the size of the

floating gate, electrical screening of the floating gate, or

special read biases to compensate for the coupling. In the

case of NAND memory, the most promising approach is

to replace the floating gate with either floating traps [14,

17–19] or floating conducting islands [18, 20] that

function as charge storage layers. In such cases, the

capacitive coupling between adjacent cell charge storage

layers is greatly reduced. However, this is not a possible

solution for floating-gate NOR memory, because in order

to move across the transistor channel, NOR memory

relies on a conducting charge storage layer to redistribute

the channel hot electron charge injected in the drain area.

To summarize, the general concept of extending scaling

limit is shown in Figure 2. First, ONO (oxide-nitride-

oxide) scaling can be extended by the use of a high-k

dielectric. Second, the polycrystalline floating gate can be

replaced by either floating traps or floating quantum dots.

Last, alternative materials can be explored to allow

further improvement of the tunneling dielectric. In an

ideal case, the tunnel dielectric can be engineered so that

the retention is not compromised at low electric fields

while the tunneling probability is enhanced at high fields

[21]. One proposal reported involves the VARIOT

(variable oxide thickness) composite films [22] in which

dielectrics of different barrier heights are layered to give

the desired tunneling properties. This may be made

possible with the improvement in atomic-layer deposition

processes and the demonstration of trap-free dielectric

films [23]. Note that in all of the above examples, new

materials are involved. The introduction of new materials

in semiconductor manufacturing is a key part of the

innovations that enabled Moore’s Law scaling to

continue for so many generations.

Reliability scaling challenges

One of the most significant innovations in both NOR and

NAND flash memories is multilevel cell (MLC)

technology: the storage of more than one bit in a single

flash cell [8–10, 13]. This is possible for flash memory

because of the analog nature of charge storage in the

floating gate, which allows for subdividing the amount of

stored charge into small increments. When this is coupled

with the superior retention characteristics of the floating

Figure 2

High-level depiction of floating-gate transistor improvement. The 

ONO dielectric in the traditional transistor (left) is replaced by a 

high-k insulating dielectric (right). A floating-gate (poly in the 

diagram) is replaced by either floating traps or quantum dots. A 

tunnel oxide is replaced by a barrier-engineered multilayer 

dielectric. In each case, new materials are involved. 
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gate, it is possible to accurately determine the charge state

after a long period of time. The weakness of MLC arises

because the separation between charge states is less for

MLC technologies compared to SLC (single-level cell)

technologies, resulting in a higher sensitivity to cell

degradation mechanisms. To achieve stable storage, it is

important to properly control the write and erase

operations, using special MLC charge-placement

algorithms, to reduce the damage of the tunnel dielectric

by reducing the applied fields and controlling how the

fields are increased or decreased with the controller rate

during write and erase. A further enhancement is the use

of error-management techniques, such as error

correction, which can recover data or prevent errors.

As the memory cell is scaled, the cell capacitance is

decreased, resulting in the decrease of charge stored [12,

18]. For NOR flash [12] with a larger memory cell layout,

the number of stored electrons is approximately 1,000 for

the 45-nm node, while for NAND flash [18], it is less than

500. In this case, for two-bit-per-cell with four-level MLC

technology, the number of electrons per level is just more

than 100. While the numbers of stored electrons decrease

with each new lithography node, the defect charge

leakage mechanisms causing charge loss remain the same.

Thus, the impact of each defect on the cell-threshold

voltages is proportionally larger for each new node,

manifesting as faster threshold voltage drops and an

increase in error rates. One method of mitigation involves

the improvement of the tunnel dielectric to make it more

resistant to defect generation by the introduction of

nitrogen into silicon dioxide [24]. Another method is to

replace floating gates with either floating traps such as

silicon nitride or floating dots such as silicon islands or

metal nanodots [14, 17–20]. With discrete charge storage,

the impact of a defect is limited only to charge stored in

its proximity and not to leaking of the conducting floating

gate. However, the discrete traps or islands may store a

smaller number of electrons compared to a floating gate,

further exacerbating the decrease in stored electrons for

each storage level. Even though this problem exists in

both NOR and NAND memories, for actual products, it

is a larger challenge for NOR flash memories because for

NOR flash used in program execution, data errors will

result in system failure, and the fast-read requirement

does not give much time for error detection and

corrections. For NAND flash used in secondary data

storage, it is possible to implement extensive error

corrections through sophisticated data controllers. With

the error rate increasing with scaling, it is possible to

implement in the data controllers increasing sophisticated

error correction techniques that have been developed for

the disk drive industry, and which have made disk drives

one of the more reliable storage devices.

Summary
Flash memory devices are now entering the sub-50-nm

lithography regime. Flash cell scaling is always

challenging because of the high electric fields required for

the program and erase operations and the stringent

leakage requirements for long-term charge storage. The

electric field requirements impose restrictions on the

physical scaling of the memory; the diminishing number

of stored electrons imposes restrictions on reliability.

Overcoming these limitations will require innovations in

cell structures and device materials, as well as innovations

relating to how the memory is used and managed as part

of the overall system. Three-dimensional structures and

self-alignment techniques can address the physical scaling

issues. High-dielectric-constant insulators and barrier

engineering of the tunnel barrier can address the dielectric

scaling issues. Floating traps and floating islands can

address coupling and dielectric defect issues. Finally,

system-level error correction and detection can address

some of the reliability issues. I project that flash scaling

can progress at the current rate through at least the end of

the decade (2010) using techniques that are available

today or projected to be available in the near future.

**Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of Intel
Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.
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